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Abstra ct. A Cha pman-Enskog deve lopment has bee n used to infer
theor et ical express ions for coefficients of kine ma tic viscosity an d mag
netic diffusivity for a two-d imens iona l magnetohydrodyn amic cellular
automaton.

1 . Introduct ion

T his article will p resent some approximate theoretical calculations of trans
port coefficients for magnet ohydrod ynamic (MHD) cellular automata (CA).
Throughou t , the attent ion will be limi ted to two-dime ns ional (2D) models .

CA, as possible fluid simu lat ion tools, have recently become an act ive re
search area [1-4], followi ng several years of basic b ackground investi gat ions
on lattice gases [5-8] . A cellular au tomaton for simu lat ing 2D MHD has
recently been proposed [9] . As in the fluid case, 2D MHD macroscopic con
t inuum equations can b e de rived with some degree of convict ion from the
dynam ics represent ed by the microscopi c computer game which the cellular
automaton is. In interpreting fu ture result s from MHD CA computations,
it will be desirabl e to have theoretical est imates of the kin emat ic viscos ity
and magneti c diffus ivity der ived from a microscopic kinetic theory. T he
principal purpose of th is art icle is to present such a derivat ion.

Sect ion 2 reviews the 2D MHD CA previously put forward [9], and
relat es it to its anc estor, the hex agon al lat t ice gas [1]. Section 3 p resents
a Markov ian stochastic model of it s dynamics. Section 4 is devoted to
t he calculat ion of the kinematic viscosity v and the magnetic diffusiv ity
'1, which are expecte d to characterize the magnetoflu id which t he CA is
simulating . Sect ion 5 briefly discusses the results an d remarks upon poss ib le
gen eralizations. In the development, some familiar ity with the Chapman
Enskog procedure for der iving fluid equat ions and t ransport coe fficients
from kinetic equations will be ass umed; the bo oks of Chapman and Cowling
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[10J, or Ferz iger and Kap er [UJ are valua ble exposit ions of the Chapman
Enskog method. The systematic derivation of kineti c equat ions from a more
bas ic description such as Liouville's equation [12,13] is not as far advance d
as it is in classical continuum kin etic theory. The kin et ic descri ption used
is of a mo re provis ional character [2,4J.

2. 2D MHD CA

Many properties of the 2D MHD CA [91are appropriated from the hexago
nallattice gas CA of Fr isch, Hasslacher, an d Pomeau Ill. Our p resentat ion
draws heavily on a treatment of that mo del due to Wolfram [21. Both mod
els have particles which reside at the centers of adjacent hexagons in one
of six discrete velocity states, e. = (cos(21ra /6), sin(21ra/6)}, a = 1,2, . . . 6.
The particles all move to the centers of the adjacent hexagons toward wh ich
they are directed, at discret ized integer time steps. Between t ime steps, a
set of "scatte ring rules" pe rmit the particl es to make transitions among the
different eo with in a given hexagon. These scattering rules conse rve momen
t um, and (tr ivially) conserve part icle number an d kinet ic energy. Fermi
Dirac statistics apply, so that no more than one par ticl e per single-par t icle
state per hexagon is ever permi tted. Macroscopic fluid variables such as
density or fluid velocity are interpreted as avera ges of these quantities over
the particles inside "supe rce lls" consisting of many adjacent hexagons. Ex
ist ing pilot co des typically have ten million or more hexagons and a t hou
sand or more supe rcells.

All the prop erties in the previous paragraph are shared by the 2D MHD
and two-dimensional Navier-Stokes mod els, alt hough the 2D MHD model
[9] adds two features to the two-d imensional Navier-Stokes model. Fi rst ,
the particles carry an additional integer index o corresponding to the usual
[14J 2D MHD one-component magneti c vector potential A = Az(x, y, t )ez.
o is allowed to take on the values ±1 or 0; thus, there become 18 allowed
particle states per hexagon instead of 6. The geometry is such that the
magnetic field B = V' x A = (B" B" 0), the fluid velocity u = (u " u, 0),
and all vari ables are independent of z, The o label has variously been
alluded to as a "photon" ind ex, a "spin" , or a "color" ; we will use the term
ph oton index as corresponding most closely to the phy sics being described.
Second, a Lorentz force (V' x B) x B = - (V'Az)V" Az is introduced into
the equat ion of motion in the same way that externa l forces such as gravity
are pr esently introduced in th e hydrodynamic case . This involves stepping
outs ide t he pu re CA framework to impart t he requ isite momentum per
un it volume by rand omly flippin g the microscopic distribution over the eo
proportionally to - (V'Az)V" Az. (For purposes of computing this Lorentz
force, st an dard finite- difference ap proximat ions are applied to the supercell
averag es of a , which are interp reted as A z . )

The just-described model has been shown 19J to lead to the following
standard set of two-dimensional magnetofluid equat ions for low Mach num
bers (u' «: 1) :
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n (~~ + u.'l7u) = - '17 •p + j X B + n v'l7'u ,
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(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

T he symbols in equat ions (2.1) through (2.3) mean the following. T he
field variables are understood as supercell averages over severa l (typ ically,
(32)2) hexagons adjacent to eac h other. n is the particle number density.
n has a maximum of 18 per hexagon (~ 20 .8 per unit area) and has b een
ass umed in equ at ions (2.1) through (2.3) to be « 9 per hexagon . u is the
fluid velocity and has been ass umed to be small in magnitude compared to
unity. j = J~ez = V X B = _ (\72Az)ez is the (supercell-averaged) electr ic
cur rent density. j X B = - (V Az)V

2A z is t he Lorentz volume force. The
press ure dyadic is p ~ (n / 2)1( I -u' / 2) -nuu/ 2. (Here, as elsewh ere, more
complicated coe fficients result unless n is < s.)

Finally, v and fJ ar e the coefficients of kinematic viscosity and magnetic
diffus ivity respectively. This paper is devoted to an approximate theory of
their evaluation for the case in which the effect of the Lorentz force on the
dist ribut ion funct ion is small compared to the effects of part icle collis ions .
Once a kinet ic equation is written down, such as a Boltzmann equation ,
Chapman-Enskog methods ca n be used to extract transport coefficients
[2,10]. This prog ram is ca rried out in sections 3 and 4.

3. Mar kovian stochastic m odel

T he exact one-particle distribution function is discrete. For each hexagon,
it consists of 18 numbers , each either °or 1, dep ending upon whether there
is or is no t present a particle with velocity ea and photon label a , For
fluid calc ulati ons, we require a sm ooth, differentiable distribution function ,
and we get it by ensemble averaging the exact one. The realizations of the
ensemble remain discrete in veloci ty ell and ph oton label (J , and differ from
each other only by spat ial translations, and by temporal t rans lat ions of the
instant wh ich is called t = O. The ensemble-averaged distribution funct ion ,
la.o(x, e}, may be thought of as an IS-component vector field (a = 1,2, ... 6,
and o = - I , 0, + 1) which is a continuous function of space coordinates
x and time t , now themse lves both continuous . Always, 0 :::; Ill,o :::; 1. In
te rms of ! ll,O' t he various fluid var iables are defined as moment s, according
to the defin it ions

lin = Lla,a
a.a

(number density) (3.1)
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nu = Lea f a,t1 (fluid velocity = u) (3.2)
a.a

nAz = L U!a,t1 vect or potential = A.zJ (3.3)
a.a

p = L:(ea - uHea - u) fa.a (pressure tensor) (3.4)
a,a

1r = l..: eaeafa,o (momentum flux tensor) . (3.5)
a,a

¢ = Leau!a,u Az-Bux vector). (3.6)
a,a

In equations (3.1) through (3.6), the L:a always runs over a = 1 to 6,
and the LO' always runs over -1,0, +1.

Though it is not a deduction, it is a reasonable assumption that l ap
may be advanced from its value at a previous time step according to the
Markovian recipe:

fa,a(X, t) =

L: / dx'P(a, (J, x, tlb, A, x' , t - 1)f" A(X' , t - 1).
',A

(3.7)

(3.8)

P is an assumed probability for a particle with coordinates fb' A, x ' at time
t - 1 to find itself with coordinates f a' (J, X at time t. Until an explicit
expression for P is given , of course, the content of equation (3.7) is only
formal.

Spatial trans lations from one hexagon to another are always rega rded
as sharp, so that x ' = x - eb. In the instant before time t , collisions are
understood to occur which may scatter the particle from (eb, .\. ) to (ea , (1).
All possibilities fb '.\. are understoo d to be summed over. In the spirit
of Boltzmann, the transit ion probability P may be considered to depend
upon the distribut ion function f itself, which will make the right-hand side
of equat ion (3.7) nonl inear in f . (We will frequently omit subscripts and
arguments when they are obvious from the context .)

Under the above assumpt ions, equation (3.7) reduces to

fa,a (x , t ) = L: Paa;" (x , t )fo,A(X - e" t - 1).
',A

In the absence of collisions, Pcw;b). = {jabOu).' Subtracting the collisionless
version of equation (3.8) from both sides gives

fa,a (x , t) - fa,a(x - ea, t - 1) =

L: (Paa;'A(X, t ) - Oa,OaA) f ,,(x - e" t - 1).
s.x

(3.9)

For particle-conserving transition probabilities, which is what we are
dealing with here, it is useful to rewrite P as
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P~;b>(X, t) = 0••0. , [1 -L W'. ;b> (x , t )] + W~;b>(x, t )
'.•
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(3.10)

in terms of a non-negative transition probability W.
We insert equat ion (3.10) into equa tion (3.9), and further make the

assumption that fa,f1(x, t) varies over characterist ic lengths and t imes large
compared to unity. This latter assumption permits us to Taylor expand the
second term on the left-hand side of equation (3.9) with respect to X and
t. Th e zeroth-order terms cancel, and we are left with

[(:t + e• . TV) - ~ (:t + ee " TV) 2 + ...J f •.•(x, t)

= L I -W.,;~ (x, t )f . ,. (x - eo> t - 1)
','

+ w~;.,(x, t )f •., (x - e., t - l) J. (3.11)

In terms of the convent ional usage applied to the Boltzmann equat ion,
the terms on the right-h and side of equation (3.11) corresp ond to the effects
of "direct" and "inverse" collisions, respectively.

If we further Taylor-expand the !,s on the righ t-hand s ide of equation
(3.11) and equate the lead ing te rms on bo th sides to each other, we get

( : t + e• . TV) f •.•(x, t) = L [-W",oa (x , t)f•.•(x, t)
s.x

(3.12)

Equat ion (3.12) is the starting point for our Chapman-Enskog development.
The right-hand side determines O~ (f), which we call the collision integral.
Its content is still formal until we adopt explicit express ions for the W 's.
Also absent from our present considerations is the effect of the higher-order
terms in the Taylor expansions which are dropped in gett ing from equations
(3.11) to (3.12); it may be that modifications to the transport coefficients
will resul t from them [2,151 . This should be regarded as an importan t
modification to be considered in the future.

The W's must always be chosen to sat isfy the three non-t rivial conser
vat ion laws:

LOoa = 0, (3.13)
','

Leanau= 0, (3.14)
' ,'

L:OOa£1 = 0, (3.15)

' ,'
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for all fo,en in addition to the trivial conservation law for kinet ic energy. We
defer until section 4 writ ing down explicit forms for equat ion (3.12) which
will satisfy equat ions (3.13) through (3.15) .

It will be assumed that t he net effect of naa in equation (3.12) is to
drive la,o to a local thermal equ ilibrium over length and t ime scales short
compared to those over which n, U , P, An etc., vary. This makes possible
an iterative Chapman-Enskog approach to equation (3.12) :

fa.a(x, t ) = f~?J(x, t) + f~~J (x, t) + ... , (3.16 )

where fJoJ(x, t) is the local Fermi-Dirac distribution, which depends on
x and t only functionally through dependence on n(x, t), u(x, t) , and
Az(x, t). fJ~ is the first-order deviation of fa'fJ from fl?J, where the pa
rameter of smallness is the usual one: the ratio of the collision mean-free
path to the characteristic length scale for the variation of the moments, or
the mean-free time to the time scale for the variation of the moments.

. Since (lao-(f(O)) = 0, the first-order terms in the smallness parameter are
(B/Bt + ea' 'V )f~oJ on the left-hand side and the f( ll-proportional part of
the right-hand side, which we abbreviate as (l~~:

(!- -.~) r(O) ( ) _ (I) _ '" e(O) fill ( )at + ea v J a,o- x, t - {lao- - 6 aO,h>' h,>' x, t .
b.A

(3.17)

The right-hand side of equation (3.17) stands symbolically for the result of
linearizing the right-hand side of equat ion (3.12) about f~~ in powers of

f~~. Exp licit forms for n~~ and C1~~h>' will be given in section 4 and the

appendices . C1~)h>' is in effect an 18 x 18 collision matrix. Some difficulty
is involved in inverting it, but that is what is required in order to express
f~~ in terms of (a/at+ ea . V) f~°J. Once we have f~lJ) we may express such
fir~t-order moments as' ,

and

,,(1) = '" e e f( I)(X t ),6 a a a.o- ,
a.a

..(I) = '" e U ,(I) (X t)if' L., a J a,o- , ,
a.a

(3.18)

(3.19)

in terms of the (unexpanded) moments n, U, Az .

The three exact conservat ion laws which follow from equations (3.12)
and (3.13) thro ugh (3.15) are:

Bn
Bt + 'V . (nu) = 0, (3.20)

B(nu)-- + 'V . rr = 0 (3.21)
Bt '
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(3,22)

If the moments in equations (3,20) t hrough (3,22) are evaluated using only
fJO), the ideal Euler equations result, The expressions (3,18) and (3,19) add
dissipafive corrections to (3,21) and (3,22) which, in the usu al way, lead
to equations (2,1) through (2,3), The reader is reminded that the Lorentz
force, j x B , in equation (2.1) has to be put in as an "external" force in the
way already indicated.

4. Evaluation of Chapman-Enskog tran sport coefficients

In this section, we first specia lize Oa,u to a Boltzmann-like collision term
which permits two- and three-body collisions. In the notation of Wolfram
[21, the scattering events allowed are t he 2L, 2R and 3S collisions , In
addition to these mechanical collisions, simultaneous a-conserving transi
tions of the photon index are allowed and may change the numbers of the
+l,O,oT - 1 a-values in some collisions [9] . Second, we linearize this col
lision integral about a local thermodynamic equilibrium distribution and
calculate the first Chapman-Enskog correction to the distribution funct ion.
Finally, we use this calculate d distribution function, substituting it into the
exact differential form of the conservation laws , to infer coefficients of kine
matic viscosity and magnetic diffusivity. The calculation is algebraically
lengthy and ted ious and the deta ils are relegated to four appendices, to
which the reader who is primarily interested in the results may wish to
skip,

The shorthand notation j"a = f"a/ (l- f"a ) is adopted, and the collision
term is of the generic form [21:

+L S;f(u)j'+2,.j'+5,e - L S; (U)j"aj'+3,•
•e •

+ LS~e7(u)j'H.j,+s,d'+5'7 - LS~e (U)j"qj'+2,.j'H,e }, (4.1 )
Jle.., lJe

The coefficients 8;7(a), 8;: , 8;(<7), . . . in front of the distribution-function
products in equat ion (4.1) are numbers which play the role of the differen
tial scattering cross sect ions in the usual continuous Bol tzmann equat ion.
They are to some extent arbitrary and depend upon how the CA are set up.
They are chosen to vanish for any collision which does not sat isfy the con
servation laws. Their numerical values are constra ined by detaile d balance
considerations and by symmet ry requirements. The terms with positive
signs in equation (4.1) add particles to the states a, a, and the terms with
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negat ive s igns remove particl es from a , o , H-t heorems have been proved
for simpler but similar collision integrals [8J, and it is reasonable to assume
that an H-theorem also holds for equation (4.1). It may be readi ly verified
that the form for fla ,O' given in detail in Appendix A vanishes when we set
fa.o = fJ?J=[1 + exp(a + flu ' ea+ "I17Azlr"where the coefficients in fJ~
are arbitrary. These Lagrange multipli ers a , /3, '"Y are determined loca lly
in te rms of n , u and Az by equations (3.1) to (3.3), each moment being
permitted a slow x and t dependence. Oao(I) is separated into four terms ,
fl acr(f) = n~ + n~~ +n~;I+nZ, given in Appendix A, with all coefficients
enumerated.

We seek the second term of the Chapman-Enskog solution by solving
(3.17) for fJ IJ. This solution is t hen fed, in turn, into equ ations (3.18)
through (3.1'9) to give first-order dissipati ve contributions to equations
(3.21) and (3.22) .

The linearized collision te rm from equat ion (3.17) is identified in detail
in Appendix B. It is foun d that the collision matrix in equation (3.17)
whose element is C~~)u. can be written as the sum of four direct products of
matrices which act i~ the ea space and the a space separately. To represent
this conveniently, we write the matrix as

~ (O) ~ ~(j) ( .)
C= LJw 0 r ' .

;= 1
(4.2)

Arrows over vectors and dyads remind the reader that they refer to the
six-dimensional ea-space, and boldface vectors and dyads without arrows
refer to the three-dimensional a- space. In component notation, we have
that

(4.3)

(a and brun from 1 to 6, and 17 and >. run from -1 to + 1). All the 3 (;), j = 1,
2,3,4, are 6 X 6 circulant matrices [2,161 , and represent scattering processes
for velocity, while all rU), j = 1,2,3, 4, represent 3 X 3 matrices describing
scattering events for the photon index (J , but are not all circulant . The

linearization of Dau is tedious, and leads to express ions for the fjU ) and rU)
which are enumerated in Appendix B. They are given there for the limit in
which both u and Az are small compared to unity .

~(O)

The inversion of the collision matrix C is made possible by the fact
that all circulant mat rices of a given dimension M (here, M = 6) have the
sa me set of right eigenvectors 12,161 (see Appendix C). Use of this fact will

~(O)

reduce the inversion of the (18 X 18) matrix C to that of inverting a new
matrix which is only 3 x 3.

Th . I . ~(i) h h f . rre de crrcu ant matr ices wave t e same set 0 eigenvecto rs 1) , an
eigenvalues >.' (i) (see Appendix C):
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::::: (i) ....c H(i)C':'C
W 'V =I\V ,
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(4.4)

where i = 1,2,3,4 and c runs from 1 to 6.
equation (3.17) in terms of the vC

, so that

/ (1) ".f.' c
b,>' = L..J 0/>.Vb '

c

We may expand t he f;,~ in

(4.5 )

so that finding the expansion coeffic ients, t/JL is equivalent to finding fl~.
Using equation (4.5) in Oaq, we have, because of equations (4.2) and

(4.3),

(4.6)

in ter ms of a new matrix r" whose elements are defined by

(4.7)

We nee d to find eigenvectors w;'~ (ll = 1, 2,3) and corresponding eigenval
ues ec,v for rC

(4.8 )

This is done in Appendix D.
The three-component vector t/Jc is represented in terms of the eigenvec

tors wc,~ (ll = 1,2,3) as

so that

6 a
"0'0) / (1) = "" v 'w"v ""vp"vL..J aU,b>' b,>' L..J L..J au'" •
b,>' c=1 v=1

The solution of equat ion (3.17) is then

6 3

/ (1) = '" '" vcwc,vp"va,O" L.J L..J au '
c=1 v=1

with t he coefficient pc,~ given by

1 6 +l (8 )p"v = _ L L (v' w" v)' - + e . \T /(0).
ec,va=ler=_1 a u at a a,er

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.12)
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(4.13)

4 .1 Evaluation of the viscosity

Using the Euler equations [91 obtained from putting f rO) into equations
(3.20) through (3.22), we have, for the left-h and side of :~uation (3.17),

(~ ' .v) , (0) = (2eaea - 1) . V uea . V A
at +ea J o.,O 18 . n u + 12 n z ·

It is the first term on the right-h and side of (4.13) which makes a non
vanishing contribution to the v iscosity; it leads to a contribution to pc,...
of

p"V(visc. ) = _1_ " (v' w' .V)' (2 eaea - 1 ) : nVu.
ee,'" L- a (J 18
'"' a,lT

It can be shown using the material in Appendix C that

(4.14)

6

L(V:)' (2eaea - 1 ) = 0,
0.=1

for c = 1, 2, 4, 6, (4.15)

so that coe fficients pC,V{visc.) survive only for c = 3 and 5. Moreover, the
eigenvectors we ,Ll (Appendix D) have symmetries such that

LW~,v = L:w~,v = 0
• •

for v = 1, 2 . (4.16)

It follows that only p"' (visc.) an d p" '(visc.) remain finite.
Inserting the solut ion (4.14) into equation (3.18) and using the resul ts

just quoted yields

6 ,

11"(1) = L L eaea (v;w~,SpS,3 + v~w;,SpS,3)
a=IO' =1

nVu
- 3-'

= { (~?aeaV~) (~ ea.ea'v~.)'

+ c.c.} [ (~w~,') ' 3;3,'] (4.17)

from which the kinematic v iscosity v can be inferred. The expression in
equation (4.17) is quite similar to the corresponding momentum tensor
expression for the pure two-d imens ional Navle r-Stokes case, viz.

(U 8)

where As is the eigenvalue of iP for the Navier-Stokes case. As is given by

1

A3(NS )
2

n(l- n/6}"
(4.19)
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(4.20)

The factor in equation (4.17) which corresponds to the factor l/A, in equa
tion (4.18) is, from Appendix D,

(
" ,,')' 1 _ -2
~ w. 3E'" - n (1- n/18) 15'

Comparing equations (4.20) and (4.19 ), we see that in the limit of zero
density (n -. 0), the viscosities for the 2D MHD CA are the same as
those for the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes one, and differ by the factor
(1 - n/18)15/(1 - n/6)' . In the important case of very low density,

1
v = - , (n -> 0),

2n

in agreement with the resu lt of Wolfram [21.

(4.21)

4.2 Evaluation of the magnetic diffusivity

The coefficient pC,I.' relevant to the magnetic diffusivity is the second term
on the r ight -hand side of equation (4.13):

Since

(4.22)

and

for c = 1,3,4,5, (4.23)

L aw;'I.' = L ow~,I.' = °
• o

for v = 2,3, (4.24)

only p"' (mag) and pe,1(mag) have finite values . The first -order flux </>(1) is

</>(1) = LL eau (v;w;,l p"'(mag) + v:w~"p·"(mag))
a •

(4.25)

Using the formulas for w2,l and e,l from Appendix D and the identity

~.. 3
L eaea = - 1,
a=1 2

we fina lly have, from equation (4.25),

</>(1) _ 1 n V'A,
- 2 (3j + 9j') (1- n/18)'·'

(4.26)
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where [ '" nl(18 - n). As n ~ 0, the mag netic diffusivity tends toward

3
ry = - , (n ~ 0),

n

which is to be compared with equation (4.21).
In summary, we have for the magnet ic diffusivity TJ,

1 1

ry = 2 (3[ + 9[2) (1- n/18) 1.'

where [ = n/{18 - n) . For t he kinematic viscosity. we have

1 1
1/ = 2n {1 _ n/18)'"

5. D iscussion and concluding remarks

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.29)

Equations (4.28) and (4.29) are t he principal results of this paper. Their
computational verification or disproof awaits the results of 2D MHD CA
codes now in preparation. It is also worth a remin der that additional contri
butions to v and 1J connected with finite discrete lattice size may contribute
additive addit iona l te rms to equations (4.28) and (4.29) and remain to be
evaluated.

It should also be noted t hat a definite magnet ic P rand tl number 1/In '"
Pma, ("" 1/6, at low dens it ies) is implied by equations (4.28) an d (4.29) .
This parameter is one which, in computations, is one that it would be
des irable to vary. It is clear that some variat ion of it should be possible by
varying the fract ion of 2R , 2L, and 38 collis ions wh ich are permitted to
exchange a-values among the particles. Just how wide the range in Pm ag

that this will permit is uncertain, and probably must be determined by
computational pract ice.

The least-sat isfying features of the 2D MHD CA remains the need for
the microscopic velocity-flipping routine for the inclusion of the Lorentz
force in equation (2.1). The code inevitably will be slowed down by its op
eration, and how serious a limitation is also someth ing that can be decided
only by computational practice.
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A ppendix A . Enumera t ion of t he terms in equation (4 .1)

The terms on the right-hand side of equat ion (4.1), written out in detail,
are n~,O' + n~:O' + n~:: + n~~, where

n~,±l / (ITa,.( I - f a,.)) =

~ [fa+l,±1f aH ,±l + fa+2,±l fa+5,±1

+ ~ (fa+l ,±1faH,O+ fa+l ,ofaH ,±l + fa+2,±l fa+5,o + fa+2,ofa+s,±1)

+ ~ ( fa+l,liaH, - l + fa+i ,ofaH,o + ia+l, - lfaH, l

+ f a+2,lfa+s,-1 + fa+2,ofa+5,o+ fa+2,-lfa+s,1) ] .

n~,o/ (ITa,.(1 - f a,.) =

(A.I)

~ [~(fa+l'lfaH 'o + j a+l,O fa+4,l + fa+2,lfa+5 ,o+ fa+2,ofa+5'1)

+ ~ (fa+l,lfaH ,-l + fa+l ,O f aH ,O + fa+l, -lfaH,l + fa+2,l fa+s,.... 1

+ fa+2,ofa+5,o+ f a+2,- lfa+s,1)

+ ~ (fa+l ,ofaH, -l + fa+l,-liaH ,o + f a+2,ofa+s,-1 + fa+2,-l f a+5,o) ] .

n~:./ (ITa,. (I - f a,.)) = - l.; (ia+"l + i a+' ,o+ ia+',- l ).

III - - . -
n a,±d (ITa,.(1 - fa,. )) = f a+l,±da+3,±da+5,±1

(A.2)

(A.3)

+ ~ (fa+l ,±1fa+3,ofa+s,o + fa+l,of a+3,±lfa+5,o + fa+l ,ofa+3,ofa+s,±1)

+ ~ (ia+l,±lia+3,oi a+s,=F1 + i a+l,±l fa+3,=Fl f a+5,o

+ fa+l,ofa+s,± l fa+5,=F l + fa+l ,o ia+3,=Fl fa+s,±1
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(A.4)

n:;t/ (Il. ,o(1 - f.,o))

= ~ (Ja+l.l!a+3,11o+5,o + 14+1,110+3,olo+5,1 + 10.+1,olo+3,1]0.+5,}

+ ~ (JO+l ,lio+3,ofa+5,o + fa+1,ofo+3,lfa+5,o

+ ~ (iO+l,lfo+3,ofo+s,-1 + fa+l,lfa+s,-lfa+5 ,o + 10+1,0]0+3,1]0+5 ,-1

+ ]0+1,0]0 +3,-1]0+5,1

+ ] 0+1.-1/0+3,0]0+5,1 + ]0+1,-110+3,110+5,0) + fa+l,ofo+3,oia+s,o

+ ~ (iO+l,-lfa+3,O!a+S,O+ fa+1,ofa+3,-lfo+s,o + ]0 +1,0]0+3,0]0+5,-1)

+ ~ (iO+l ,-lio+3,-lfa+s,O+ ] 0+1,-1]0+3,0]0+5,- 1 + fa+1,ofa+3,-lfa+S,-1) .

(A,5)

+ 10+2,0]0+4,0 + f a+2,lfo+4,-1 + ]0 +2,-1/0.+4,1

+ f a+2 ,-lfaH ,O + ] 0+2,0]o H ,-1 + ](1+2,-1]0+4,-1) . (A.5)
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A ppendix B. Ex plicit form of the m atrices aU) and r U) of equa
t ion (4.2)

The fluid velocity u and the magnetic vector potential Az are both con-
~[O)

sidered to be small compared to unity. For purposes of inverting C ,
they may be dropped , leaving I~"J = n/ 18 + (higher-order t erms). Ca lling

n/18 '" I , and ] = // (1 - J) , the exp licit forms are:

~( 1) ( )16' [ ]( - / )w = 1 - f crrc 0 , 1, 1, 0, 1, 1 f 2 ,

(where "eire" means a 6 x 6 circulant matrix) ,

(

11/ 6 5/6 2/6 )
, [1) = 5/6 8/6 5/ 6 ,

2/6 5/6 11/ 6

-[') 16 -,
OJ = (1 - J) eire 10, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1]1

(
5 2 2)

,[') = 2 5 2 ,
2 2 5

_(3 ) - -
OJ = -(1 - 1)16 eire [91' + 31, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0],

(1° 0)
,(3) = ° 1 ° ,

° ° 1
- [.) - - -

OJ = - (1- J)16 eire [0, 0, 31', 1,31', 0] ,

(
1 1 1),[') = 1 1 1 .
1 1 1

(B.l)

(B.2)

(B.3)

(BA)

(B.5)

(B.6)

(B.7)

(B.8)

Note that only r{1), among the v's, is anything other than a circulant matrix.

Appendix C. Eigenvectors i;C an d eigenvalues ,Xc (i) for the ~(i) m a
trices , equat ion (4.4)

The six eigenvectors and corresponding eigenvalues are [2,16]:

;;1= (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)/..;6
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i7' = (1, - 1 , 1, - 1, 1, - 1)/,;6

if' = (1, O'~, - 0'0, - 1, I -O'~ , uo) / ..f6,

where " 0 = (1 + i../3) /2.
The corresponding eigenvalues are

>.1(1) = 2j(I - f)16

>.' (1) = 0

>.3(1) = _ j( I - f)16

>.'( 1) = 0

>.5(1) = _ j( I - f)16

>.6(1) = 0,

>.' (,) = Sj ' (1 - f) 16

>.'(') =0

>.3(' ) = 0

>.' (' ) = - Sj'(1 - f)16

>.' (' ) = 0

>.6(' ) - 0- ,

>.'(3) = - (sj + 9j')(1 - f)'6, for arbitrary c.

>.1«) = -0 + 6j' )(1 - f)16

>.' (' ) = 0 + Sj ' )(1 - f)'6

>.3(' ) = - 0 - sj')(1 - f)16

>.'(') = 0 - 6j' )(1 - f) ' 6

>.5(') = -0 - sj')(1 - f)16

>.6(' ) = 0 + sj')(1 - f)16.

AJ; for f and t, see Appendix B; again, f = n /IS,
= (0)

purposes of inverting C .

(C.I )

(C.2)

(C.S)

(CA)

j = f / (I - f) , for
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Appendix D . The matrix r" of equation (4 .7) and it s eigenvec
tors W C,II and eigenvalues e,1I

Explicitly, r C is a symmetric matrix:

(

a'
r C = dC

e'
(D.1)

where

a' = ~),'(I) + 5),,(2) + ),'(3) + ),'(')
6

e" = .!.),'(I) + 2),,(2) + ),,(,).
3

The Ac(i) are given in Appe ndix C.
The first eigenvector and eigenvalue are

W , ·I = ~(1 0 -1)y'2 , ,

",.1 = ~),'( I) + 3),'(2) + ),'(3)
, 2 '

and in part icular,

e,1 = -(3j + 9j2 )(1 _ J)16.

(D.2)

(D.3)

(DA)

The second and third eigenvectors are not simple; but those for c = 3 and
c = 5, which are identical and are required to evaluate the viscosity, are

1
W

3,2 = W' ,2 = 0i{1, - 2, 1)

1w'" = w',' = )3(1, 1, 1),

and the eigenvalues are

e,2 = e,3 = b' _ d3= (_~j_9j2) (1- J)'.

e,' = e,' = b' + 2d' = -9j{1- /),•.

Aga in, / = n/18, and j = / 1{1- J) (see Appendix B).

(D.5)

(D,6)
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